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Our Scientific Evidence Base
Initiatives, Accomplishments, Direction  , p ,

Survival Imperatives
Outcomes

Systematic Reviews
Dobson & DaVanzo

Comparative Effectiveness Studies
Cost Effectiveness Studies
Clinical Practice Guidelines

Treatment Pathways

Starting Point, Stating the Obvious
Orthotics and Prosthetics
• There is an obvious lack 

of high quality meta 
analyses.

• Systematic reviews of • Systematic reviews of 
Randomized Controlled 
Trials are uncommon.

• There are few high 
quality systematic 
reviews of case control 
or cohort studies.

Realization
Orthotics and Prosthetics
• We have mainly relied 

upon case control or cohort 
studies (with a higher risk 
of confounding or bias) 

d  l ti l t di  and non analytical studies, 
e.g. case reports and case 
series to form our 
scientific base. 

• Personal Clinical 
experience

Clinical Treatment Algorithms
• Adoption of clinical treatment algorithms in prosthetics is 

rare.
– General lack of high quality research
– Lack of consensus among industry expertsg y p
– Prosthetists’ rejection of standardized protocols to 

determine candidacy

Description of the EBP process we 
adopted

• The best evidence is usually found in clinically relevant 
research that has been conducted using sound 
methodology. 

• The evidence, by itself, does not make a decision for you, 
but it can help support the patient care process essentially 
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but it can help support the patient care process essentially 
the EOC. 

• The full integration of these three components (clinical 
expertise, patient values and best evidence) into clinical 
decisions enhances the opportunity for optimal clinical 
outcomes and quality of life. It will also significantly 
enhance our chances of being paid!
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We have taken a sequential 
approach

Identify Priorities Review Code Utilization, assess fiscal impact

Select Topics for Systematic 
Review or Comparative Effective 
Study.

Review Evidence Base and make determination if it is sufficient to 
commission systematic review. 

Systematic Reviews Secure Funding
Issue RFP’sIssue RFP s
Complete Review
Publish in peer review journal

Clinical Treatment Algorithms Will be developed and constructed and based upon the evidence 
statements made in the systematic review.

Repeat and Sustain

Identify Priorities

Select Topics for Systematic Review & 
Comparative Effectiveness

Systematic Reviews

Clinical Treatment Algorithms

2013, AOPA Funded 2 systematic 
reviews 

• Orthotic management of 
stroke patient, project 
awarded to:

• Prosthetic Management 
following transtibial
amputation, awarded to:
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Marcus Besser PhD,
Thomas Jefferson University,
Philadelphia

M Jason Highsmith PhD
University of South Florida
Tampa

Prosthetic Interventions for the Transtibial Amputee

• A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis of High 
Quality, Prospective Literature and Systematic 
Reviews from 1997 to 2012

• Current Status, In Peer Review, VA’s Journal of 
Rehabilitation Research and Development

31 Evidence Statements have 
been made

• 22/31 were supported by level 2 evidence 
• and the remaining 8 by level 1 evidence
• In Summary, this is very positive

– evidence to support the use of rigid dressings
– evidence to support the use of ES feet

evidence to support the use of VSP – evidence to support the use of VSP 
– evidence to support the use of liners
– evidence to support the use of vacuum suspension 

• Following article synthesis, several empirical evidence statements 
were made:

Statements, Feet and Ankle
In community ambulating persons with transtibial

amputation:
ESAR feet:
• increase prosthetic propulsion and stability and 

minimize intact joint compensations during gait minimize intact joint compensations during gait 
compared with FK feet37

• improve stair ambulation33

• decrease fatigue compared with SA and MA feet36

• reduce walking energy cost, and increase gait 
efficiency and stride length compared with SACH14,32

Statements regarding Interfaces

In persons with transtibial amputation:
use of gel liners could:
• decrease walk aid dependence 24• decrease walk aid dependence.
• improve prosthetic suspension.24

• improve load distribution.24,25

• decrease pain and increase comfort.24,25
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Current Status 
• We anticipate that this review will be 

accepted for publication.

• Round 2_RFP’s were circulated in April 2015.
• AOPA Board will be asked at upcoming June 

board meeting to support the following 2 
research proposals.

1. Cost Efficacy of Transtibial
Amputations 

• Rational: We lack a comprehensive literature review of 
healthcare economics as it relates to the transtibial
amputee.

• The aim of this proposal is to evaluate the economic 
implications related to prosthetic care of the transtibial
amputee according to the peer reviewed literature.

• A validated grading system for the assessment of 
methodologic quality of health economic guidelines will be 
used.

• Preliminary Search, 75-100 manuscripts.

2. Candidacy for Prosthetic 
Technology

• Rational: Adoption of clinical treatment 
algorithms in prosthetics are rare.

• The aim is to use a systematic review of 
literature to develop a streamlined prosthetic 
t t t l ith  lti  i  d t i ti  treatment algorithm resulting in determination 
of prosthetic candidacy and functional 
mobility..to establish milestones for prosthetic 
candidacy based on standards that already 
exist across medical evaluation protocols.

Prosthetic Management of the 
Transtibial Amputee  

Combine
• 1. Systematic Review
• 2. Cost Effectiveness
• 3. Treatment Algorithm

Disseminate after MAB Review

• Dr Al Dobson
• Dr Kenton Kaufman

Economic Endpoints & Clinical Trials

• The Development of new and effective medical 
therapies have led to the improvement in the 
health and well being of patients.

• These developments are also one of the 
i   th t th  t f h lth  i  primary reasons that the cost of health care is 

increasing.
As a result

• Data about the economic consequences of new 
therapies and new technology is now required. 
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Cost Effectiveness Analysis
• Therapies that yield better clinical results at a lower 

cost will be adopted…
• But, more commonly the new therapy provides better 

clinical results at a higher cost.

• The extra cost must be weighed against the added 
benefits to judge the value of the new therapy. 

• Cost effectiveness analysis compares a new treatment 
with the next best alternative.

Establishing Endpoints
• Development and Validation of 

Clinical Endpoints
• Economic Endpoints in Clinical Trials• Economic Endpoints in Clinical Trials
• Bridging Clinical Endpoints and 

Treatment Values for External 
Decision Makers

End Point Differentiation
• Clinical End Points • Economic End 

Points in Clinical 
Trials.

• Cost Effectiveness

Development & Validation of 
Clinical Endpoints

• What is an Endpoint?

Development & Validation of 
Clinical Endpoints

• What is an Endpoint?
• The measurement that will be 

statistically compared among statistically compared among 
treatment groups to assess the effect 
of treatment and corresponds with 
the clinical trials objectives, design 
and data analysis plan. 

End Points
• Across the spectrum of health care when 

clinical study results are publicly 
announced, the endpoints are the focus, 
the focus is on whether the clinical trial met 

f il d i i d ior failed its primary endpoint.
• In our case the clinical endpoints that we 

set will become the proof that prosthetic 
care affords the clinical/functional
advantages we claim.    
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• Clinical trials typically only have 
only one primary endpoint --
hence the "primary" designation. hence the primary  designation. 

Warning!
• It is likely we will also identify a number of 

secondary and composite endpoints, but as 
a general rule less is more, when a clinical 
trial attempts to capture too many 

d i li i i hendpoints, complications can arise that 
impede the critical goal of answering a 
primary question. If multiple endpoints yield 
conflicting results, the study cannot be 
interpreted meaningfully. 

Selection of Endpoints
• As we think about this collectively and individually the 

primary endpoint we determine should be the most 
meaningful result in any clinical trial that we commission. 

• For example in any phase I clinical studies, safety is the 
primary endpoint. 

• In phase II clinical studies, a measure of efficacy is the 
primary endpoint. 

• In addition quality of life (QOL) is becoming an increasingly 
important endpoint in prosthetic management. 

Selected Endpoints must be 
responsive to our purpose… Terms

What are we measuring? Concept of Interest  COI

How are we measuring it? Clinical Outcome Assessment COA

Why where when and with whom Context of Use COUWhy, where, when and with whom 
are we measuring it? 

Context of Use COU

Endpoints are used to demonstrate a 
treatment benefit

• The most important 
requirement for a clinical trial 
endpoint is clinical 
relevance, or what the 
effect means to the 
patient. 

• Benefits that matter to all 
patients. Mortality & Morbidity

– Improved Survival
– Improved symptoms and 

function
– Fewer Side Effects
– Slower progression

• Benefits that matter to 
amputees. Function and QOL

– Safety
– Balance
– Reduce Fall Risk
– Others?

Bridging Clinical Endpoints to 
Treatment Value 

• While clinical endpoints provide 
important information on the efficacy 
of treatment they are often 
considered not relevant to decision 
makers trying to gauge the economic 
impact or value of the new 
treatment/therapy/prosthesis
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To have any impact--
• We require a useful measure to 

assess the impact of prosthetic care 
and one that is relevant to patients, 
providers and payers.

• This is achieved by linking clinical 
endpoints to estimates of cost 
effectiveness and value.

Economic End Points that matter

• This facet is much more difficult than 
establishing the clinical endpoints.

Prosthetics 2020—Our Challenge
• Is it possible/preferable  to measure 

clinical efficacy and cost 
effectiveness simultaneously or effectiveness simultaneously or 
should they be tackled sequentially?

Collection of economic data
Simultaneous
• This new trend in clinical 

trials has stimulated 
methodological work on 

Sequential
• Alternatively do we 

attempt to perform cost-
effectiveness  analyses g

the data collection and 
analyses methods needed 
to perform an economic 
evaluation within an RCT. 

y
based on data from clinical 
trials?   

Two major methods of data collection 
have been used to measure costs 

Strengths and Weaknesses

• Use billing and 
financial records we 
establish costs based 

Strengths and weaknesses

• Starts with data about 
consumption of “key 
resources” and then establish costs based 

on those data.
resources  and then 
use that information 
to establish costs.

Billing Data
• In principle the cost of care is established 

by obtaining copies of all relevant billing 
records and summing the charges.

Practical Limitations: Time consuming  – Practical Limitations: Time consuming, 
obtaining a bill for every service, incomplete 
data set. Inclusion threshold $”s?  

– Theoretical Limitations: The charge for a 
service is often a poor reflection of the actual 
cost. 
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Resource Consumption
• Direct measure of resource 

consumption rather than bills.
• A number of Key resources are 

identified:identified:
– Hospitalization
– Medications
– Physician and Therapy Services
– Cost of medical device  

Administrative Data
• It is feasible to collect economic data by 

accessing the computerized databases used 
by insurers or health care systems, e.g. 
Medicare DataMedicare Data.

• An administrative data base can provide the 
data needed for economic analyses that use 
either billed charges or resource utilization 
as the starting point of cost finding. 

Administrative Data
• General Limitations

– Access & Privacy
– Conflict Research data & Administrative data
– Relevance due to Time Delay- Medicare several Relevance due to Time Delay Medicare several 

years

• Admin data linkage is more feasible within a 
single health care system, e.g. within the 
VA, Mayo, CCF,------

Limitations of Administrative Data
• “The key limitation of our methodology was the 

reliance on administrative data as opposed to 
clinical data recorded in medical records. The 
ability to match beneficiaries is limited when 
using administrative data due to a lack of clinical using administrative data due to a lack of clinical 
severity information. 

• While our dataset included all fee for service 
heath care utilization and payments claims, 
clinical indicators, such as functional status, were 
not available in the administrative claims”. 

• Dobson DaVanzo & Associates

Scope of economic data collection 
and analyses

• Needs to be sufficiently broad 
separate the cost of the intervention 
(MPK?) from the costs of (MPK?) from the costs of 
complications (Fall?) that may be 
induced or averted.

As we begin to set clinical 
economic end points

• Patient Centered
• There is no absolute standard for an acceptable cost 

effectiveness ratio
• Cost effective analysis was developed in health care • Cost effective analysis was developed in health care 

for policy analysis and decision models.
• Biggest challenge is for treatments that have a high 

initial cost, a limited follow up will capture the 
complete cost of a therapy but only part of its benefit, 
introducing a bias into the cost effectiveness ratio.
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We are not pioneers-References
• Clinical Trial Endpoints, FDA, Sullivan
• Economic Endpoints in Clinical Trials, Hlatky
• Good research practices for cost effectiveness analysis 

alongside clinical trials, ISPOR RCT CEA Task Force 
Report  Ramsey et alReport, Ramsey et al.

• Bridging from Clinical Endpoints to Estimates of 
Treatment Value for External Decision Makers –
Zhu et al

• Cost Effectiveness Analysis for Clinicians - Hill
•

Discussion


